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Wang, Sachs Explode Onto Campus Political Scene
ASSU Senate candidates
Showly Wang and Rebecca Sachs are making
their presence felt across
campus in a campaign
that has grown to epic
proportions. “This is the
biggest campaign I have
ever seen!” said fellow
candidate Jason Lupatkin.
“And trust me, I’ve seen a
lot of campaigns.”
Wang, who is Korean, is
curiously not as big in the
Asian community as she
is in the African American community. Sachs,
who has the reputation
as someone who never
drops the ball and who
can carry the weight, is
respected across all campus demographics. Wang
has often been described
as the leader of the two,
often diving head first

into sticky situations, while
Sachs has always provided
much needed support.
Although the two candidates are very different,
as a pair, they have the
ability to inject some sense
into the ASSU. Many have
begun to speculate that if
Wang and Sachs are inserted into the Senate in
April, nine months later,
in January, we will see the
birth of some very powerful legislation.
Others, however, are
not so sure about Wang
and Sachs. While Wang
and Sachs are beloved by
a majority of both men
and women, a group of
thespians has said that
they are “grossed out” by
the candidates. “We aren’t
opposed to Wang and Sachs
being put in the Senate,

Obama Appoints Fifteen
During Congressional Recess
WASHINGTON, DC—Last week,
while Congress was in recess, President
Obama, in a brilliant display of executive power, asserted his authority by filling fifteen vacancies.
Obama appointed important congressmen, politicians, and schoolyard heroes
to positions of critical importance. They
include the appointment of Nancy Pelosi
to the jungle gym, Sarah Palin to hopscotch, and Bobby the 4th grader to the
swing set.
When asked why he made these recess
appointments, Obama explained, “Re- Obama has made several controversial recess appointments.
cess is the most valuable time we have.
Because the Republicans don’t conIt is during recess that we can relax, play
games, and connect with our peers. It trol the recess appointments, they have
was in this environment that I wanted to resorted to bullying.
Top Republican bully Karl Rove demake my appointments.”
Mrs. Jones, 2nd grade teacher and ex- scribed what the strategy might look
pert in the politics of recess, explained like. “Well, the Democrats’ power
why Obama’s appointments were effec- comes from the jungle gym—that’s
where
they’ve
tive: “It’s brilliant,
built their political
really. I’ve monitored
base. If we sneak
recess for 25 years “I’ve monitored recess for 25
in from the back,
and I’ve never seen years and I’ve never seen anyone
we can destroy
anyone manage re- manage recess so effectively.”
the base and win
cess so effectively.
Mrs. Jones –– 2nd grade teacher
the election. If
The nomination of
properly executed,
Craig Becker to the
four square court was a bold move, con- this effort will be just as effective as our
sidering he plays with no spinnies and name-calling was against ‘Flip-Flop
Kerry’ in 2004.” (Adler)
double-hitties.”

Look for Wang and Sachs to leave their mark on the Senate in the coming year.

we just have other ideas
of what candidates should
be allowed in,” said a
thespian representative.
This is a big blow for both
Wang and Sachs since
thespians have traditionally been huge fans of the
Senate. However, it should
be noted that Wang and

Sachs have dealt with big
blows before and come
out better off. “We can be
sure that Wang and Sachs
will win the election,” said
fellow candidate Bennett
Siegel. “Everyone knows
that the thespians are just
being huge cock blocks.”
(Hefter)

ASSU Senate Tournament––Elite Eight

We started out with 32 senate candidates from four different divisions. Here
is the elite eight down to the final four. View the rest of the bracket of 32
along with more election coverage online at stanfordflipside.com.

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: just solve the rebus puzzle and jumble and email your answers to
flipside@stanford.edu. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!
Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Becca del Monte
QUOTE: “Come to the Bondage Party, this Friday at Bob sponsored by the Stanford Republicans. SUID to enter”

REBUS PUZZLES

NUMBERS

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

19,402

The number of flyers printed this election season. This
means that our ASSU candidates who care about the
so=called “issues” are forgetting one big thing: the
environment. So if you care about killing trees, and
wasting paper, tape, and ink, you’re not alone. Vote
Senator Palpatine, who only advertises on the internet
to show you care about your planet.
last weeks answers:TENTACLES, PARADISE, BROADWAY, JAM BAND

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT A=T

EA EI XTFREOOBZ AT DEUU; AKBFBXTFB WUU YSFOBFBFI WFB LSZEIKBO SZUBII
AKBC DEUU EZ UWFJB ZSYRBFI WZO AT AKB ITSZO TX AFSYLBAI. - MTUAWEFB
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE FIRST TIME YOU DO SOMETHING, IT’S SCIENCE. THE SECOND TIME, IT’S ENGINEERING. THE THIRD TIME IT’S
JUST BEING A TECHNICIAN. - CLIFFORD STOLL
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Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.
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SUDOKU PROVIDED
BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
www.sudoku-puzzles.net
Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being satirized.
Remember, these are all jokes. To contact us, email flipside@stanford.edu. For more
information and more content, visit stanfordflipside.com.
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